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ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Name Those Presidents! by Richard Lederer

Kickshaws by David Morice

You Bet Your Life General Motors, Corporal Punishment, Private Parts, Major League, Marshal Arts

The "Hey, Bee! See!" of Anti-Rebuses Long Icy Roads, Hot Match, Go Away, Crush, Quit Smoking, More Or Less, Relinquish, Dog and Cat, Kiss, Word. The long word is Antidisestablishmentarianism.

The Paradox Box According to the way the box functions, the operator can only know the opposite state of the light. The operator can know afterwards that the light was on or off.

Comic Onomatopoeia 1-k, 2-f, 3-q, 4-a, 5-t, 6-n, 7-o, 8-u, 9-r, 10-e, 11-s, 12-d, 13-w, 14-x, 15-v, 16-j, 17-m, 18-h, 19-l, 20-y, 21-z, 22-i, 23-c, 24-b, 25-g, 26-p. How did you do? Score yourself as follows: 1 correct — very, very good, 2 correct — expert, 3 correct — phenomenal, 4 correct — genius, 5 correct — godlike, 6 or more correct — sure, pal

The Book of Truth On the third reading, all odd-numbered pages now become "The sentence on [the next page] is false" and all even-numbered pages, except for page 100, become "The sentence on [the next page] is true." Page 100 would read "The sentence on page 1 is false." The fourth reading would be different again.

Oprah's Not Over 'Til Harpo Returns by Peter Newby

The five proper names (from the year 3993) in the word squares are OSOSO, AFERT, ACEHT, IMALE and ENAME.

A Survey of Directed Word Chains by Leonard Gordon

Puzzle 1
1. roachback (a bear; backfatter is a hog, and hamfatter is a low-grade actor) 2. washerwoman 3. shapesmith (a corsetier) 4. figurehead 5. hellbroth (black magic stuff; a brothel is a whoremonger) 6. hawkbill (a turtle; a ballhawk is a ball player and a billhead is the heading on a piece of paper) 7. wreckfish (stone bass often found in wrecks; a fishworm is used as bait) 8. casinghead 9. jackfruits 10. splitmouth (a fish; sheepsplit is a split sheepskin, and a mouthbreeder is a fish) 11. breadberry (bread softened with water and sweetened) 12. maidenhead

Puzzle 2
hemoblastularemia, buckwheatearstain, meltdownswingback, forefrontallyhoed, asyndesistingiest, antinoelettering, semi-majoreterries, reatemptressours, logopediatrucheous, filopodiatrichous, aceldamasceneries, hindsightholepine, crossovereignited, thelarchenemship, accentureaching, sarmentallityman, trisemesterify, misspaceenter, notturnovercal, zorrillockstep, oilclothinguts, myocommando- lin, morbillionship